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 ABSTRACT  
Despite having been applied since a long time, ducted 
propellers design still represents a challenge for the 
designer, especially when dealing with the less 
widespread decelerating duct, due to the complex 
evaluation of the duct effects and to the limited amount of 
available experimental information. In the paper an hybrid 
design approach is described. Moreover, a series of 
experimental results at towing tank and, especially, at 
cavitation tunnel are presented, in order to provide an 
insight into the particular functioning of this propulsor 
including cavitation behavior and a validation of the 
proposed design procedure. Particular attention is given to 
the development of the cavitating tip leakage vortex, 
which characterizes this propulsor functioning. To this 
aim, experimental observations are compared with 
numerical results obtained by means of a commercial 
RANS solver, in order to check its applicability for the 
prediction of cavitation inception and extent.   
 Keywords 
Ducted propellers, Propeller Design, RANS, Panel codes, 
Cavitation tunnel  
 1 INTRODUCTION 
Propeller design requirements are nowadays more and 
more stringent, demanding not only to provide high 
efficiency and to avoid cavitation, but including also 
requirements in terms of low induced vibrations and 
radiated noise. Ducted propellers with decelerating 
nozzles (aimed at postponing cavitation) may represent an 
effective solution. Despite these propulsors are well 
known and many studies exist about them, starting from 
the earliest (Oosterveld, 1970) up to more recent 
applications (Hughes, 1993, Sanchez-Caja et al., 2000 and 
Abdel-Maksoud and Heinke, 2003), their design, 
especially when dealing with the decelerating duct 
configuration, still presents many challenges. The main 
problems are linked to the evaluation of the complex 
interaction between the nozzle and the propeller, both in 
terms of global flow (and thus of resulting mechanical 

characteristics) and of local cavitating phenomena (which 
influence radiated noise and pressure pulses). A lack of 
experimental data for this type of ducted configuration, 
with respect to the more conventional (and widely 
studied) accelerating one, is, moreover, another source of 
uncertainties for their design. 
In the present work, a two steps hybrid design approach 
(initial design by a coupled lifting line/panel method and 
optimization by a panel solver) is presented. Details of the 
procedure are thoroughly described in Gaggero et al., 
(2012), while in present paper only a short summary is 
reported. The described procedure has been applied for 
the design of a decelerating ducted propeller, as reported 
in section 3, and a successive experimental campaign, 
reported in section 4, confirmed the validity of the 
approach, with a propeller presenting very limited 
cavitation, which, at design point, is practically limited to 
a cavitating tip leakage vortex.  
Of course this cavitation phenomenon may play an 
important role for this kind of propulsors since, as it is 
well known, tip vortex is a source of noise, which is 
certainly undesired considering the main aim (delaying of 
cavitation) of the application of the decelerating duct. The 
prediction of the tip vortex (in terms of cavitation 
inception and extent) for conventional propellers is a 
challenging task; it is clear, thus, that the tip leakage 
vortex, presenting more complex phenomena, may be 
even more problematic. Moreover very little experimental 
data may be found in literature about it. Having this in 
mind, a dedicated analysis, specifically focused on the tip 
leakage vortex phenomenon at different functioning 
points (different load and cavitation index), has been 
carried out. Experimental observations have been 
compared with the numerical results obtained by a RANS 
solver (section 5), showing the general capability of the 
code to predict the phenomenon and qualitatively capture 
its particular behavior. Nevertheless, some improvements 
are still needed to better capture  the cavitating vortex 
pitch and its extension. 
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 2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 2.1 Coupled Lifting Line – Panel Method Design 

Approach 
The design of conventional propeller is traditionally based 
on the Betz criteria (Lerbs, 1952) for the minimum energy 
loss on the flow downstream of the propeller, achieved 
with an optimum circulation distribution loading a simple 
straight lifting line representing each propeller blade. This 
well-established approach, unfortunately, suffers from 
some limitations. The influence of the hub is neglected in 
the selection of the optimal circulation distributions, as 
well as the contribution of the duct in loading the outer 
propeller sections. Furthermore, in the case of ducted 
propellers, the influence of the viscous flow on the gap 
region is completely not taken into account. A fully 
numerical design procedure, based on the variational 
approach for the optimal circulation distribution on the 
lifting line, as proposed by Coney (1989) and Gaggero et 
al. (2011), can partially overcome these limitations, 
allowing for a more consistent design. As better described 
in Gaggero et al. (2012), the iterative design procedure 
based on the variational approach by Coney (1989) 
requires: 
 An inner iterative approach for the determination of 

the optimal circulation distribution by the solution of 
the linearized variational problem, 

 A second-level iterative approach to include the 
viscous drag on the optimal circulation distribution,, 

 A third-level iterative approach to include the wake 
alignment and the moderately loaded case, 

 An outer iterative loop for the inclusion of the duct 
effect in terms of inflow velocity distribution and 
modified propeller thrust. 

 2.2 Design by Optimization 
The design of ducted propellers via a lifting line approach 
remains, however, problematic. Despite the lifting surface 
corrections that can be adopted for the definition of the 
blade geometry (through the empirical corrections 
proposed by VanOossanen (1968) or by a dedicated 
lifting surface code), the influence of the blade and of the 
duct thickness, the nonlinearities linked with the 
cavitation and the effects of the flow in the gap between 
the blade tip and the inner duct surface strongly affect the 
optimal propeller geometry. An alternative and successful 
way to improve the propeller performances is represented 
by optimization (Bertetta et al., 2012). The design of the 
ducted propeller can be improved, in fact, adopting an 
optimization strategy, namely testing, with a more 
accurate solver, thousands of different geometries, 
automatically generated by a parametric definition of the 
main geometrical characteristics of the propeller 
(eventually also of the duct), and selecting only those able 
to improve the performances of the initial configuration 
(in terms of efficiency and cavity extension, for instance) 
together with the satisfaction of defined design constraints 
(thrust identity, first of all). Panel methods (Morino and 
Kuo, 1974), with their extremely high computational 
efficiency (at a sufficient level of accuracy with respect to 

RANS solvers), are the natural computational tool for the 
optimization: a panel method (Gaggero and Brizzolara, 
2009), specifically tailored for the solution of cavitating 
ducted propellers with the inclusion of tip gap flow 
corrections based on the orifice equation and on the 
transpiration velocity approach (Hughes, 1993), has been 
employed, in conjunction with a genetic type optimization 
algorithm, to improve the initial ducted propeller 
performances, taking into account more consistent 
computed pressure distributions on the blade and 
geometrically accurate influences of the hub and of the 
duct in terms of load and inflow velocity disturbance. A 
certain tolerance (within few percentage points) for the 
constraints has been furthermore allowed, to include some 
more different geometries in the optimization procedure 
until the achievement of Pareto convergence.  
 2.3 Analysis Tools 
Panel methods can accurately take into account the 
thickness effect, the nonlinearities due to cavitation and, 
even if in an approximate way, the interaction between 
the propeller and the nozzle, in terms both of increase of 
loading at the tip and inflow velocity distribution. This 
justifies their adoption for the optimization. On the other 
hand the accuracy and the efficiency of RANS solvers has 
increased significantly in the last years (see, for instance, 
Gaggero et al., 2011a and, for the ducted propellers, 
Sanchez-Caja et al., 2000,  Abdel-Maksoud and Heinke, 
2003, Baltazar et al., 2012), making RANS solutions, in 
many engineering cases, a reliable alternative to the 
experimental measurements and an excellent tool to 
understand and visualize, for instance, the complex flow 
phenomena on the gap region. In addition to the panel 
method, hence, also a commercial finite volume RANS 
solver, namely StarCCM+ (CD-Adapco, 2010) has been 
adopted to evaluate the performances and the 
characterizing flow features (tip vortexes and cavitation) 
of ducted propellers and, thereby, to have a further set of 
results to be compared with the experimental measures. 

 
Figure 1: Polyhedral mesh arrangements and local 
refinements. 
For the non-cavitating computations, as usual continuity 
and momentum equations for an incompressible fluid are 
expressed in accordance with the Reynolds averaging, 
with the tensor of Reynolds stresses computed in 
agreement with the two layers Realizable 푘 − 휀 
turbulence model. In the case of cavitating flow an 
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additional transport equation for the fraction 훼 of liquid is 
added: continuity and momentum equations are solved for 
a mixed fluid whose proprieties are a weighted mean 
between the fraction 훼 of liquid and the fraction 1− 훼 of 
vapor. In turn also continuity equation is modified, in 
order to take into account the effect of cavitation through 
a source term, modeled by the Sauer and Schnerr (2000) 
approach. An appropriate mesh arrangement (abt. 3.5 
Millions of polyhedral cells per blade) has been adopted 
together with local refinements where the most significant 
phenomena (tip vortex cavitation) are expected, as 
presented in figure 1. 
 3 DESIGN ACTIVITY 
The coupled lifting line/panel method design 
methodology and the design via optimization outlined in 
the previous sections have been employed for the 
definition of an optimal four blade decelerating ducted 
propeller operating in moderately loaded conditions. A 
prescribed total (propeller plus duct) thrust coefficient, to 
be satisfied at an advance coefficient close to 1 and at a 
cavitation index (based on the number of revolutions) of 
about 1.5, has been assumed for the design of the 
propeller.  
The resulting preliminary geometry from the coupled 
lifting line/panel method design procedure was 
preliminary tested with the panel method and the RANS 
code. In terms of thrust, the effectiveness of the design 
was confirmed by the RANS calculations which showed a 
value very close (abt. 2% lower) to the design 
requirements; this discrepancy was deemed acceptable. 
The numerical predictions of the thrust with the panel 
method for the same preliminary geometry showed to be a 
bit more over predicted. For the optimization it has been 
assumed that these differences, ascribed to the numerical 
approach, remain the same also for the newly designed 
propellers. Therefore, the numerical predictions by the 
panel method obtained for the preliminary propeller 
designed with the coupled lifting line approach have been 
taken as the reference point of the optimization procedure. 
The optimization activity has been carried out 
investigating only global propeller parameters, i.e. 
maintaining unaltered the blade and the duct profile shape 
adopted for the lifting line/panel method design. About 20 
thousands different geometries (400 initial members 
evolved for 50 generations) have been generated (and 
analyzed) adjusting the chord, the maximum camber and 
the pitch distributions along the radius of the lifting 
line/panel method designed propeller, taking the control 
points of their fairing curves as the free variables for the 
optimizer. Maximum thickness has been constrained to 
the chord distribution in order to achieve the same blade 
strength of the initial propeller. Results from the 
optimization are collected in the Pareto diagram of figure 
2, in which 퐴  stands for the computed cavitation 
extension and 휂 for the propeller efficiency, both 
normalized with respect to the parent propeller values. 
Among the Pareto frontier, the optimal geometry is 
selected  as  a balance  between increase of efficiency and 

 

 
Figure 2: Pareto designs and selected optimal geometry.  
reduction of cavity extension, also on the light of the 
designer experience: a reduction of about 40% in the 
cavity extension with a slightly increased efficiency of 
about 2% (with a numerical thrust by the panel method 
within the prescribed tolerance of ±2%) has been selected 
as an acceptable compromise. A more accurate RANS 
computation (whose reliability has been already well 
proven also in the case of ducted propellers, as in 
Gaggero et al. 2012) confirmed the effectiveness of the 
optimization approach. The total propeller thrust of the 
optimized propeller, computed by the RANS, is, as well 
as the total thrust of the preliminary propeller (that 
designed with the lifting line/panel method approach and 
computed with the same mesh arrangement), 2% lower 
than the requested, with an efficiency 1.8% higher. The 
predicted RANS cavity extension is itself in agreement 
with the panel method analysis (with the limits already 
underlined for what regard the effectiveness of the 
prediction of the tip vortex cavitation) and, at least 
qualitatively, it is possible to evidence a non-negligible 
reduction with respect to the same kind of numerical 
analysis for the preliminary geometry.  
 4 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN AND NUMERICAL 

CALCULATIONS VALIDATION – PART 1 
Once the final geometry has been chosen, a series of 
model tests (open water tests and cavitation tunnel tests) 
has been performed, with the initial aim of validating the 
design procedure. 
 4.1 Test setup 
The model used throughout the tests (having a diameter of 
230 mm, a P/D at 0.7 r/R of 1.321 and an expanded area 
ratio of 0.74) is reported in figure 3. Open water tests 
have been carried out at SVA towing tank, adopting for 
the tests a constant propeller rate of revolution (15 Hz). 
Cavitation tunnel tests have been carried out at the 
University of Genoa cavitation tunnel which is a Kempf 
& Remmers closed water circuit tunnel with a squared 
testing section of 0.57 m x 0.57 m, having a total length 
of 2 m, equipped with a Kempf & Remmers H39 
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dynamometer for conventional propeller tests (Bertetta et 
al., 2011).  

  
Figure 3: Ducted propeller model and experimental setup. 

Duct forces are measured by means of  an in-house 
developed measuring device, whose description is 
reported in Bertetta et al. (2012). All tests were carried 
out without axis longitudinal inclination and in a uniform 
wake, consistently with the design assumptions 
previously described. A constant propeller rate of 
revolution (25 Hz) was adopted. 
 4.2 Open Water tests 
Model scale open water computations, compared with 
measures carried out at SVA towing tank, are shown in 
figure 4. Results, namely thrust coefficients (퐾 	 ., 
퐾 	  and 퐾 	  for the propeller, the duct and the 
resultant thrust respectively), torque coefficient (10퐾 ) 
and efficiency (휂 ) against advance coefficient (퐽) are 
reported. Due to confidentiality requirements, normalized 
data are provided, with the normalization carried out with 
respect to the towing tank values at the design point.   

 
Figure 4: Non-dimensional open water propeller 
characteristics. 

As it can be seen, an overall acceptable agreement 
between numerical and experimental result is found. In 
particular, the validity of the design procedure is 
confirmed, with the optimized propeller presenting only a 
slightly lower (about 3%) thrust with respect to that 
required during the design. RANS computations present a 
very low discrepancy (overestimation) in terms of total 
thrust (less than 1%) at design point and can be 
considered, also in off design, reliable. At low values of 
advance the measured and the computed total (propeller 
plus nozzle) thrust are in agreement, even if propeller and 

nozzle thrust (if considered separated) are slightly 
overestimated and underestimated respectively At high 
values of advance, thrust predictions are significantly 
different from the measures, confirming the difficulties in 
correctly capturing an highly decelerated flow. 
Considering torque, discrepancies are larger, with an 
overestimation of about 10% at the design point and, as a 
whole, a vertical shift of the entire curve. Panel method 
predictions amplify these discrepancies, with higher 
differences both at design point (with a 7% difference of 
the computed total thrust with respect to the measured 
value) and at off design points, especially in 
correspondence to high advances. This confirms the 
limitations of the panel method when dealing with this 
kind of propulsor. Nevertheless, as shown, panel method 
may be successfully used as a design tool, once initial 
computation results are calibrated against more accurate 
values (either experimental measurements or RANS 
computations). Finer verifications may be left to the more 
accurate, but still too computationally demanding to be 
introduced in a design loop, RANS codes.   
 4.3 Cavitation observation 
After validating the procedure in terms of open water 
characteristics, a further analysis has been carried out in 
terms of cavitating behavior. In figure 5, the complete 
experimental cavitation bucket of the propulsor, 
presenting cavitation phenomena inception of duct and 
propeller in correspondence to different loading 
conditions, is reported.  

 
Figure 5: Experimental cavitation phenomena inception and 
observed points. 
The design point is marked by the red dot, while other 
observation points are marked by black crosses: RANS 
computations have been carried out for all the observation 
points, as presented in section 5. The adopted cavitation 
number is defined with respect to the propeller rate of 
revolution (휎 = (푝 + 휌푔ℎ − 푝 ) (0.5휌푁 퐷 )⁄ ), in 
which 푝  is the atmospheric pressure, 푝  the vapour 
pressure, ℎ is the propeller immersion, 휌 is fluid density, 
푔 the gravity acceleration and 푁, 퐷 are, respectively, the 
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rate of revolutions and the diameter of the propeller.  
Also in this case the validity of the design procedure is 
confirmed, with an almost completely cavitation free 
propeller at design point, excluding the presence of the tip 
vortex. Considering off design conditions, the cavitation 
bucket appears rather wide, without presenting marked 
back or face sheet cavitation. A different choice of the 
optimal propeller (e.g. with a lower expanded area ratio) 
could have resulted in a higher efficiency with lower 
margins against cavitation. Nevertheless, this propeller 
has been chosen as a compromise between cavitation 
extension and efficiency. Considering the different 
cavitation phenomena, sheet cavitation on the suction side 
is present only as an enlargement of the tip vortex at 
higher radii (close to the tip trailing edge) and, in 
correspondence to high loading and low cavitation 
number, in form of streak cavitation.  Margin against 
bubble cavitation (at root and tip) is rather small, this 
being consistent with the design assumptions, and hub 
vortex is avoided. Finally, considering the peculiar 
phenomena of this kind of propulsor, duct bubble 
cavitation is present only in correspondence to very low 
loading conditions, while tip leakage vortex is clearly the 
dominating phenomenon, being present in all considered 
loading conditions with  a considerably anticipated 
inception with respect to other phenomena. Moreover, the 
vortex appeared considerably unstable during the 
experiments, with a variable extension not only in 
proximity of the vortex inception but also in 
correspondence to lower values of the cavitation number. 
As an example, two photographs in correspondence to the 
design thrust and for a cavitation number the 185% of the 
design one (thus lower than the vortex inception 
condition) are reported in figure 6, showing in one case a 
rather developed  vortex and in the other a cavitation  free  

 
Figure 6: Cavitation observation at 100% of the design 
thrust and 185% of the design cavitation index. 

propeller. In figure 7 the numerical results, at design 
point, obtained by means of the two analysis tools are 
shown and compared to the experimental observations. A 
rather good agreement is found between the 
experimentally observed phenomena and the RANS 
numerical calculation, which show that the propeller is 
cavitation free, except for the tip leakage vortex, whose 
existence is captured. Numerical tip vortex shows also, 
similarly to what observed, a considerably lower pitch 
than it would be expected in case of a conventional 
propeller, probably due to the local effect of the duct 
wake and of the flow in the gap region. However, 
predicted vortex pitch angle, as shown in more detail in 

section 5, is not completely satisfactory, as well as the 
numerically predicted extension of the cavity area on the 
propeller, which extends more towards the leading edge, 
and of the cavitating vortex, which vanishes more rapidly 
in the wake. 

 

 
Figure 7: Predicted (Panel method on the left and RANS on 
the right) and observed cavity extension at the design point. 

Also panel method results are, considering their intrinsic 
limitations, satisfactory, showing no cavitation on 
propeller blade apart a very limited number of panels at 
the tip; these panels may be considered as an indication of 
the existence of the tip leakage vortex, which cannot be 
captured by the method by its nature. A more complete 
comparison of numerical and experimental results is 
reported in Gaggero et al. (2012), showing the merits and 
shortcomings of the two methods. Main outcome of that 
analysis is that panel method may provide a rather good 
indication of cavitation extension on the propeller 
(including sheet cavitation and even bubble cavitation) 
and also of the “strength” of the vortex, by means of the 
number of cavitating panels at tip. This, in combination 
with the low computational requirements of the code, 
allows its use in a design loop to compare different 
geometries. However, if the actual shape and extension of 
the cavitating vortex has to be considered, panel methods 
obviously fail, while RANS solvers may represent a 
suitable solution. Since, as already remarked, for this kind 
of propulsor the tip leakage vortex, with its  particular 
behavior, represents the most prominent cavitation 
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phenomenon, a dedicated analysis has been carried out, in 
order to further investigate the capability of the viscous 
solver to capture the cavitating vortex features at different 
functioning points, as reported in section 5. 
 5 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN AND NUMERICAL 

CALCULATIONS VALIDATION – PART 2 
In order to further investigate the capability of the RANS 
solver to capture cavitation phenomena, a series of 
observations (and corresponding numerical calculations) 
have been carried out at the cavitation tunnel for different 
functioning points, both in terms of thrust coefficient 
(namely the design value plus two additional points at 
70% and 130% of the design value) and of cavitation 
number (chosen considering the different cavitating 
phenomena). The complete set of functioning points 
under investigation is reported in figure 5;  results related 
to the 100%, the 70%  and the 130% of the design thrust 
are reported in figures 8, 9 and 10 respectively. A 25% 
fraction of vapor has been selected, as in all the previous 
figures, to identify the cavitating regions within the vof 
approach. This unusual choice (a value of 50% is, 
generally, preferred) has been adopted to highlight the tip 
vortex cavitation and to compare the numerical 
computations, as usual affected by numerical dissipation 
and damping, with very unstable cavitating phenomena 
(as presented in figure 6). As a general remark, an overall 
good correspondence was  found between RANS 
calculations and experimental observations. The vortex 
development is correctly captured together, as expected,  
with its progressively increasing extension with the 
increase of the thrust coefficient and with the reduction of 
cavitation number. However, analyzing results in more 
detail, some significant discrepancies may be found. First 
of all, considering the cavitating tip leakage vortex 
inception value, it seems that it is slightly postponed in 
case of the lower values of  the thrust  coefficient and 
slightly anticipated in the case of the highest thrust. From 
this point of view, it is worth underlining again the rather 
unstable behavior of the vortex, which is always present, 
but is particularly marked in correspondence to the 
inception values. 
This instability is only partially captured by RANS, which 
tends to reduce it considerably. In all cases, moreover, it 
is rather clear that predicted vortex extension in propeller 
slipstream, as already remarked, is lower than in the 
observations; this characteristic is more evident for the 
lower   thrust   coefficients,  consistently with  the delayed 
inception, but it may be appreciated also in 
correspondence to the highest loading. Possible reason for 
this may be the presence of a numerical damping of 
vortex strength, which tends to smoothen sharp flow 
variations, as already observed, in correspondence to a 
different case, in Bertetta et al. (2012), where the 
numerically predicted flow around a CLT propeller was 
compared to LDV measurements. The predicted extension 
of the cavitating vortex is also slightly different in 
correspondence to the propeller; as it can be seen, in the 
numerical prediction cavitation tends to start at propeller 

leading edge, while in the observation the vortex starting 
point is located nearer to the midchord, and it extends 
towards the propeller leading edge only for lower values 
of cavitation number. This discrepancy is more evident 
for the two more loaded conditions, while it decreases at 
lowest loading. Finally, another discrepancy may be 
found if the vortex pitch is considered.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: From top to bottom: tip cavitating vortex for 
185% - 160% - 135% - 120% - 100% and 80% of the 
design cavitation index at 100% of the design thrust. 
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Figure 9: From top to bottom: tip cavitating vortex for 
160% - 135% - 120% - 100% and 80% of the design 
cavitation index at 70% of the design thrust. 
Within the RANS, as already pointed out, the 
phenomenon of reduced pitch is qualitatively captured, as 
more precisely pointed out in figure 11. However, it is 
rather clear that the predicted angle between the vortex 
and the blade tip is larger than the observed one. This 
difference is slightly more marked in correspondence to 
the lowest loading condition, and reduces moving to the 
design thrust and to the highest loading condition, where 
predicted and observed phenomenon are more similar. 
Reasons for this discrepancy are still not clear, and may 
be probably found in the complex flow at the propeller 
tip, with its strong interactions with the duct and the 
presence of considerable viscous effects. It is planned in 
the future to further analyze it, both experimentally and 
numerically, since, as already remarked, the 
understanding of this phenomenon is crucial for the 
improvement of the design procedures for this particular 
type of propulsors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: From top to bottom: tip cavitating vortex 
for 240% - 210% - 160% - 135% - 120% - 100% and 
80% of the design cavitation index at 130% of the 
design thrust. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of tip vortex pitches at 70%, 
100% and 130% of the design thrust at the design 
cavitation index. 
Cavitation of the duct, that is the other peculiar 
phenomenon of ducted propellers, is clearly 
overestimated by the numerical predictions.    

 

 

 
Figure 12: From top to bottom: bubble cavity 
extension at 70% - 100% and 130% of the design 
thrust at 80% of the design cavitation index. 

A rather pronounced cavitation area on the duct is, in fact, 
evidenced in correspondence to the lowest loading 
condition and to the lowest cavitation number, while 
during experiments this condition corresponds only to the 
inception of the phenomenon, and its very limited 
extension prevents completely the possibility of 
appreciating it in the photographs. Finally, numerical 
predictions are also in good agreement with the 
observation for what regards the prediction of back tip 
bubbles (figure 12), that is the other phenomenon 
characterizing the considered working conditions (as 
evidenced in figure 5). Especially in correspondence to 
the two higher loading conditions, the phenomenon is 
correctly captured both in terms of inception and in terms 
of  location  and  extension  on  the  propeller  blade.  The 
existing slight discrepancies are considered acceptable. 
On the contrary, in correspondence to the lowest loading 
condition, numerical predictions fail to predict bubble 
cavitation, maybe due to the particularly unstable nature 
of the phenomenon in correspondence to this thrust value. 
 6 CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, the application of an hybrid design 
approach for ducted propellers has been presented. In 
particular, the complete design procedure of a propeller in 
decelerating duct has been described, and numerical 
results have been validated against experimental 
measurements and observations, confirming the reliability 
of the proposed approach, mainly based on panel 
methods. The experimental observations, which show that 
the unique cavitation phenomenon at design point is the 
tip leakage vortex, stressed the necessity for a better 
understanding of it. Panel methods are not suitable for 
this kind of analysis, being only able to signal the vortex 
presence (and to some extent its strength) in terms of 
cavitating panels at propeller tip, while RANS solver 
seemed more promising. The thorough analysis conducted 
to investigate their effective capability showed a generally 
good correspondence between numerical calculations and 
experimental observations, however further analyses are 
still needed in order to further improve prediction 
capabilities. The most significant discrepancy observed is 
related to the prediction of the vortex pitch, since the 
angle between it and propeller blade may be important in 
the context of an improved design procedure with the aim 
of reducing (or postponing) tip leakage vortex.  
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